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ABSTRACT

This report describes the development of a video imaging system to measure
floc size and settling velocity in the field and laboratory. In the field the
system has been used on the River Tees, the Thames and Mersey Estuaries and
in Dover Harbour. The concentration range for these measurements has been
fron l-0-11-00ppm. In the laboratory the HR carousel was nodified to allow a
sarnple of the suspension to be withdrawn through the base of the carousel.
A series of experiments were undertaken using the HR carousel to Senerate
flocs, with concentrations in the range 15-1-400ppm and bed shear stresses in
the range O.O4-O.40Nr/n2.

The video inaging system is fairly well automated and easy to use. An
advantage over other methods is the visual record of settling on tape. This
allows for subsequent reappraisal of a set of measurements.

In the field and laboratory the settling velocity of flocs has been found to
increase with floc sLze. The largest flocs are present at the higher
concentrations. In the laboratory for concentrations in the range 0-300pprn
there was good agreement beteen the results of the video iuraging system and
those previously obtained in the field using the Owen tube. However, fot
higher concentrations in the range 600-1400ppm the settling velocities in the
laboratory were much lower than those measured in the field. This is
attributed to either inhibited floc growth within the carousel or because the
sampling method destroyed large, rapidly settr l ing, f ragi le f locs.
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1 . INTRODUCTIO}I

Flocculation is the process by which fine

particles of cohesive sediment aggregate

together to form larger particles which then

have a higher settling velocity than the

constituent particles. The conditions under

which this takes place are prevalent in many

estuaries in the UK and overseas. Work was

funded by DTp and DoE under Contract

DGR/465/36 and carried out by HR between

L982 and l-985 to find out why measurements

made under laboratory conditions giave values

for the sett l ing velocity an order of

magnitude lower than those measured in the

field. This showed f locculation to be a

dominant process in real sediment systerns.

The field measurements showed settling

velocit, ies and degrees of f locculation to be

highly dependent on the concentrations of

sol ids in suspension but unexplained large

differenees occurred between estuaries (Refs

1 -  and  2 ) .

As part of the same contract a laboratory

faci l i ty was conmissioned to study

deposition of flocculated cohesive sedirnent

from flowing water (Ref 3). Results from

both the field work and laboratory tests

have been published and discussed at a

number of symposia and eonferences (Refs 4

and 5). This study arises from the

guestions asked by academics and engineers

concerned with this subject, in part icular

concerning the applicabil i ty of the results

of the earl ier work to the successful



L.L Object ives

L.2 Programme

rnodell ingr and predict ion of si l tat ion for

practical engineering Projects.

The primary objective of this research is to

produce a definitive statement of the

factors affecting the sett l ing velocity of

mud under f ield condit ions. The aim is to

provide a practical guide to the application

of this research to the engineering

predict ion of si l tat ion.

A brief outline for the progranme of this

research is given below:-

i) Investigate instrument,s for measuring

f Iocs .

i i)  Modify the HR mud carousel to

incorporate a settling column in its

base .

i i i )  Choose a f ield site and obtain a

quantity of standard reference mud for

use in  tests .

iv) Carry out experiments in the carousel

covering a range of initial shear

st resses.

v) Carry out field measurements to provide

data for direct correlation with

laboratory results.

2



L.3 Methodology

L.4 Video irnaging

technigue

The behaviour of natural sediments can be

reproduced in the HR Carousel flume. The

processes of f locculation, sett l ing and

erosion have all been observed and reported

previously (for example Refs 3 and 6). The

aim of this study is to develop a system for

measuring the properties of individual flocs

in both the laboratory and the field.

Using this system a series of control led

experiments can be carried out in the

laboratory and the relationships between

shear stress and concentration and floc

size, sett l ing velocity and density

investigated. In the field the same system

can be used to determine the properties of

flocs formed in a natural environment. A

comparison can then be made between the

behaviour of flocs in the laboratory and the

f i e ld .

The systern adopted for measuring the size

and settling velocity of indivj-dual flocs

(and then inferring f loc density) is

described in detai l  in Chapter 5. A high

magnification video camera is used to record

flocs sett l ing. Subseguently pairs of

images from the tape are digitised and

analysed usj-ng an image processing system to

deterrnine size and sett l ing velocity. The

uniqueness of this system is that the rnethod



is fairly well automated and easy to use and

as far as we are aware the first such

analysis system to be used operationally.

L.5 Report structure

The basic theory behind the interactions of

particles and fluids in a gravitational

field are discussed in Chapter 2 along with

the concept of floc formation and break up.

fn Chapter 3 the various instruments for

measuring flocs in marine and estuarine

environrnents are described that led to the

development of the video irnaging technigue

for this study. In Chapter 4 the HR

carousel flume and the modifications made to

incorporate a settling column into its base

are described. fn Chapter 5 the operation

of the video irnaging technique is described

and the analysis procedure leading to the

determination of floc settling velocity and

effective density presented. fn Chapter 6

the results of the laboratory experiments

are presented. In Chapter 7 four cases

where the video irnaging technigue has been

employed in the field are presented. A

discussion and conclusions are given in

Chapter B.



2 . PARTICLES AND FLUIDS

IN A GRAVITATIONAT

FIELD

2 .L  S toke rs  Law

For a non flocculating suspension of small

near spherical particles, the terminal

settling velocity can be directly related to

the part icle size by Stoke's Law if the

part icle density is known. Stokers Law

applies to spherical particles having a

Reynoldrs number less than O.L (The

Reynoldrs number is the ratio of inert ial

forees to viscous forces in a system). For

quartz spheres this would correspond to

particles smaller than about 5O microns at

normal temperatures. Terminal velocities

calculated for larger part icles wil l  be

overestimates.

w = 2g(n" -n11121sv

where w

ps

P1

r

and v

is the terminal settl ing velocitY

is the sediment specific gravitY

is the l iquid specific gravitY

is the particle radius

is the kinenatic viscosity

In sedimentation tests it is assumed that

terminal velocity is reached

instantaneously, it has been shown that this

assumption introduces negligible error (Ref

7 ) .



2.2 Cohesive sediment

The settling of cohesive particles cannot

yet be calculated from any theoretically

derived extrlression. These particles are

usually in the f ine si l t  and clay sLze

ranges (<63 microns), where Brownian motion

is significant compared with gravitational

motion. For the f inest part icles (<L

micron) , the Brownian ruotion would be

sufficiently strong to maintain the

particles in suspension for a very long

tirne.

Flocculation is the mechanism that causes

these particles to settle out. As the

part icles col l ide with each other, for

instance by Brownian motion, cohesive forces

which are large compared with the gravity

forces cause them to adhere to each other,

forming aggregates of part icles or f locs'

These flocs can be large enough to overcome

Brownian motion and settle out.

The basic unit of sett l ing for cohesive

sediment is thus a floc- The size and form

of the floe depends on the frequency of

col l ision of part icles, and on the strength

of the cohesive forces. These forces are

complex functions of the Particle

mineralogy, the nature of the suspending

medium; electro-chemical and bio-chemical,

and the frequency of collision due to

turbulence, Brownian motion or differential

settling. The latter depends on the volume

concentration of the part icles/fLocs in
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suspension. For this reason, the sett l ing

veloci"ty of a cohesive rnaterial has to be

measured experimentally, under conditions

resemblinlt as closely as possible the

natural environnent of the material.

2 .2 .L  Co l l i s i on

Collision can occur due to either of the

three previously urentioned processesi

Brownian motion, internal motion

(turbulence) or differential sett l ing.

The probabil i ty of a single col l ision due to

Brownian motion is calculated from the

expression (Ref 8)

I :  4kTn/3u

where I is the number of col l isions per unit

t irne, k is Boltzmannrs constant, T is the

absolute temperature, n is the nunber of

particles per unit volume and u is the

dynamic viscosity. For the estuarine

environment there are two important

parameters; the viscosity, u' is almost

halved as the temperature increases from 4'C

Eo 24"C and the nunber of part icles per unit

volume which is related to the concentration

by weight of the material in suspension,

which can vary from L0mgrz1 to about Log/L.

Flocs formed by Brownian motion have a

ragged structure, are weak and easily

dispersed by shearing or easily crushed in a

depos i t  (Re f  9 ) .

7



For collision due to internal shearing the

expression is

J - (4/3lnn3du7dz

where J is the number of collisions per unit

time, n is the number of flocs or particles

per unit volurne, R is the effective floc or

particle radius and duldz is the local

velocity gradient. The product nn3 is a

measure of the volurne occupied by the

particles in suspension, as flocs are formed

the inclusion of interstitial water reduces

their density and hence the volume

concentration, and nR3 can increase even

though the weight concentration remains

constant. Flocs formed by velocity

gradients tend to be spherical (Ref 10) and

are stronqer than those formed by other

coll ision mechanisrns.

The effect of differential sett l ing

velocit ies on the coll ision of part icles or

f locs is more diff icult to determine

because, ds well as depending on the

particle radius, and on the concentration,

the freguency of collision also depends on

the distr ibution of part icle sizes, which

itself varies as coll ision and f locculation

proceed. It has been reported that there

are minimum radii  associated with sett l ing

part icles and caught part icles (Ref 7); for

primary part icles of a typical clay these

would be 5.0 and 2.1-  microns respect ive ly-



The process of differential sett l ing

contributes to the rapid clarification of

water during near-slack periods in mixing

zones where the concentration is high (Ref

11 )  .

2 .2 .2  Cohes ion

The cohesive forces exerted between two clay

particles depend on the nineralogy of the

clay, the electro-chernical nature of the

suspending medium and the presence of any

organic material. The mutual forces

experienced by two or more 91ay particles in

close proximity are the result of the

relative strengths of the attractive and

repulsive forces. The attractive forces are

due to the interaction of the electrical

f ields formed by dipoles in the individual

molecules. These forces vary inversely with

the seventh power of distance between

par t ic les.

The surfaee of clay part icles is usually

negatively charged. The charge on each clay

part icle is neutral ized by ions from the

suspending medium, which swarm around the

clay part icle. When two clay part icles,

with their accompanying ion clouds, approach

each other the repulsive forces are due to

the ion clouds, of l ike charge, repell ing

each other. The repulsive energy between

the particles depends on the ion

concentration and the ion valeDCY, general ly

decreasingi as these increase.



The resultant forces can be either

attractive or repulsive. rn suspensions

with a low ion concentration, the ion cloud

is large, and the repulsive forces keep the

particles too far apart for the attractive

forces to have effect. As the ion

concentration or ion valency is increased,

the ion cloud is reduced in sj-ze,

accordingly the particles can come closer

together. Eventually the ion cloud size is

such that the attractive forces prevail and

the part icles then join together as f locs.

The presence of orgranic matter in the

suspension has been reported to act as a

I glue I increasing the growth and forrnat,ion

of f locs (Ref 9) . Micro orglanisms resident

on some clay minerals or flocs also exude

th is  rg luer .  In  estuar ine waters the

rgluer is general lY found to be

polysaccharides produced by microorganisms.

This phenomena has been observed during the

spring-neap cycle where the activity of such

organisms is responsible for increasing the

resistance of the surface layer of inter

t idal f lats to subsequent reerosion.

2 .2 .3  F Ioc  b reak  uP

Turbulence influences the floc size in two

di f ferent  ways.  As shown in  Sect ion 2.2.L,

an increase in turbulence results in an

increase in the number of col l isions per

unit time and thus in larger flocs- However

an increase in turbulence also results in an

increase in the turbulent shear stresses in

the flow. When these are larger than the

1 0



strength of the f locs, the f locs wil l  be

broken down, thus turbulence can also result

in a l imitation of the f loc size.

2 .2 .4 I ' irniLias Floc size

It rnight seem that even with the nechanisms

of floc break up described above that flocs

may grow indefinitely in size under certain

condit ions. However, the f loc size is

linrited by the fluid shear the particle

bonds can withstand. As uninhibited

flocculation proceeds the flocs get larger

until the fluid shear exerted on them by the

sett l ing velocity eguals the inter-part icle

bond strength. The flocs will then have

reached a terminal size and sett l ing

veloc i ty .

2.3 Set t l ing wi th in

a column

When particles settle through a fluid of

finite extent there are two effects; the

fluid pulled along by the part icle must

produce a return flow since it cannot pass

through the walls of the containing vessel,

and since the fluid is stationary at a

f inite distance from the part icle, there is

distortion of the flow pattern which reacts

back on the part icle (reviewed in Ref 7).

The larger particles within the column are

more affected by the finite extent of the

column.

The effect of the bottom of the column has

also been investigated (Ref 7) and a

1 1



theoretical- correction term determined- The

correction term is negligible if the

sampling is carried out at a distance

greater than L00o particle diarneters from

the ends of the suspension and is very snall

for distances as snall  as 5O part icle

diameters.

2.4 Hindered set t l ing

If two particles separated by only a few

diameters move through a viscous fluid, the

fluid flows around the particles in such a

way that the resulting viscous force is

greater than that acting on a single

part icle. Hence the terminal sett l ing

velocity is smaller than would otherwise be

ex;rerienced. It is suggested that volume

concentrations below which this effect is

negl ig ib le  are in  the range o.o5? to  3Z (Ref

7). In the Severn Estuary hindered sett l ing

occurs above about  2,O00ppn (Ref  L) .

2 .5  D is t r i bu t i on  o f

flocs throughout

water column

Puls (Ref L2l makes a dist inction between

r fas t t  and  r s lowr  f l ocs .  The  r fas t r  f l ocs

are those obtained in the first sample

withdrawn from the owen tube (see Section

3 .21 .  Ana lys i s  o f  r f as t r  f l ocs  shows  tha t

they contain less organic matter and are

composed of larger mineral part icles.

Relatively more rfastr f locs were found at

the surface than the bed and relatively more

L 2



rslowr flocs were found at the bed than the

surface. fn reality there are more flocs at

the bed than the surface because of the high

concentration of suspended solids near the

bed.

The region of high shear stress at the bed

prevents flocs settling to the bed. OnIy

those flocs that are strong enough to resist

the bottom shear stresses will settle onto

the bed and be attached to the bed by

cohesive bonds. Flocs in which the strength

is too low witl break up into smaller flocs

which will then be re-entrained into the

suspension by hydrodynamic lift forces,

These smaller f locs wil l  then again

participate in the flocculation process in

the water column.

2.6 Procedure for

estimating settl ing

veloci t ies

The best method for deterrnining the settling

velocity for use in engineering problems is

to measure sett l ing velocit ies in the f ield.

If the location is one where these

measurements have previously been made then

it is reasonable to use previous results

provided there have been no major works to

change the hydraulic regime of the site. ff

this is the case than further measurements

should be made.

1 3



If no data is available for the site then

the procedure adopted at HR (Ref 1) is to

estirnate the nredian settling velocity by

ws ' :  0 .OOJ-C (0 .05<c<2 .0 )

where C is the suspended sediment

concentration (fgm-3). This relation is

based upon field measurements made at a

number of locations (Ref f-) . However,

between these locations the measured

settling velocities vary by an order of

rnagnitude and in estimating siltation rates

the range of possible values should be

stated.

The HR Mud Manual (Ref l-) reconmends the use

of the median sett l ing velocity, w50, for use

in engineering problems. However in some

circumstances it is more appropriate to use

a higher value, sdy v.IO, because half the

material sett les faster than wuo leading to

low estimates of si l tat ion during short

periods of sett l ing such as slack water. I f

there is continual settling such as in a

sheltered harbour then wUO is more

appropriate.

L 4



3 .

3 .L

INSTRI'ITENTATION

Introduction

Most measurements of fall velocity in the

field and laboratory are made indirectly and

generally do not measure both the settling

velocity and size of a given part'icle (which

Ieads to the deterrnination of an effective

floc density). In most cases the part icle

size distribution is inferred through the

settling velocity distribution and some

assumed density distribution. There have

been some recent applications of

photographic techniques to determine the

sett l ing velocit ies and size of marine snow.

However with respect to observations made in

an estuarine environment, where

concentrations are much higher, no

instrumentation is currently available to

determine both size and sett l ing velocity

distr ibutions. The present use of the owen

tube (Ref 13) or a derivative of this design

has not been improved upon for the last 20

years.

3 .2  Mar i ne

Instrumentation

The first in situ measurements of settling

velocity and part icle size were made in L980

(Ref  14) .  A holographic  Par t ic le

velocimeter (HPV) was developed at the

University of South Florida that measures

size, shape and sett l ing velocity of

individual part icles. The device,

1 5



originally developed in the laboratory, has

been used in a free floating sediment trap

for in situ studies. The holograms were

reconstructed on a screen and size and

settling velocities were determined from a

comparison of two successive holograms.

Particle sizes in the range L5-25O microns

and sett l ing velocit ies between o.l-9 and

2.3O nrn/s were measured.

The concept of using optical measurements to

assess part icle size has been put into

practice in the form of the remote optical

sett l ing tube (Rosr) (Ref Ls). The

instrument is able to measure the time

series change in transmission of col l imated

light perpendicular to a column of water as

particles in the column settle out, of

suspension. It  is then possible to infer

the settling velocity distribution of the

suspension. By assurning a Stokers type

sett l ing velocity, and for specif ic part icle

densit ies, the distr ibutions of sett l j-ng

velocity can be converted into part icle size

distr ibutions (in the same way as part icle

size is inferred from the Owen tube

results) . The diarneter of the f ight bearn in

the ROST was LSmn and the saurpling interval

was 32 seconds.

3 .3  Es tua r ine

Instrumentation

Owen tube

The Owen tube designed at HR (Ref 13) or a

derivative of this design, has long been the

1 6



main instrument for determining settling

velocit ies of estuarine suspensions (Plate

L). The tube is essential ly a sampling

device which doubles as a bottom withdrawal

column. The tube is lowered into the water

and held at the reguired depth, aligning

itself with the flow. A trigfger is operated

which causes the tube to trap a sample of

the estuarine water. It is assumed that

since the tube aligns itself with the flow,

and because there is flow through the tube,

the sample obtained in this manner is

representative of the flocs within the

estuary. The tube is retrieved and as it is

brought above surface the column returns to

the vert ical. A clock is started and

samples withdrawn at given times, typically

3 ,  6 ,  10 ,  15 ,  25 ,  4O ,  6O  and  6L  m inu tes .

Subsequent analysis of these sanples

produces a settling velocity distribution

from which it  is possible to infer a median

size from Stokets Law. with the method used

(1- hour sett l ing t ime, eight samples), al l

sol id matt,er with sett l ing velocit ies

between about O. O5nrn/s and Snmr/s is

recorded. If  the median sett, l ing velocity,

w5O, is smaller than 0.05uun/s the cumulative

frequency curve is extrapolated, the

smallest wuo that is st i l l  deterninable is of

the order  of  O.Oolmn/s.

There are a number of limitations with the

Owen tube technique;

l-) fn low concentrations (less than 50ppn)

the mass of material in the B samples

L7



2',)

is very small and standard analysis

techniques are not able to deternine

these small masses aceuratelY.

As the colurnn is retrieved from the

sarnpling depth to the surface settling

can occur so that, as the column returns

to the vertical a density current is

formed within the column causing

substantial nixing. This is a

particular problem at higher

concentrations. Delft Hydraulics have

developed a modified field instrument

based on a side withdrawal system which

returns to the vertical imnediately the

sample is  obta ined (Ref  9) .

The sampling bY bottom withdrawal

typically takes over one hour to

complete. This means that

reflocculation can occur within the

Owen tube after the samP1e has been

retrieved. PuIs (Ref L2) concluded

that floc formation as a consequence of

differential settling within the column

increases the measured settling

velocities appreciablY and that a

reduction factor needs to be applied.

For owen tubes results from the Elbe

the application of the correction

factor led to a reduction factor of 4.4

in the median sett l ing velocitY.

However since differential sett l ing is

a phenomena that may be important in

some engineering Problerns it is

possible that in some cases the

3 )
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4 l

settling velocity detennined by the

Owen tube is appropriate to use without

any reduction factor. SimilarlY

hindered settling also occurs in the

Owen tube and this can be an important

mechanism in the field. KirbY and

Parker (Ref 16) Present field

observations of sharp interfaces in

concentration profiles in the Severn

Estuary which are caused by hindered

sett l ing.

ft is also possible that during the

sampling period external influences

such as air temperature may become

important causing changes in viscosity

and setting up convection currents

within the column.

The Owen tube itself and the method of

capturing the sample will affect the

sample which is obtained. The method

of t,rapping the sample is likely to

cause significant turbulence within the

column and corresponding floc break up

and reflocculation. It  is thus

possible that to a certain extent the

flocs in the samples retrieved are not

representative of those in the estuary

from which they were taken. However

this is a problem inherent in all

sampling devices and for most purposes

the sarnples obtained by the Owen tube

(or similar device) are adequate for

making engineering Predict ions.

5 )
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Laser  par t ic le  s izer

Field measurements using a Laser particle

sizer have shown that f loc size varies with

depth and current velocity (Ref L7r. The

rnain advantage of this in situ system is the

very rapid rate of analysis. It is not

possible to determine settling velocit,ies

using this technique. Strong evidence was

found showing that pumped samples obtained

concurrently and analysed using the same

method contained fewer large flocs. A

problem with the laser part icle sizer is the

way in which the ranges of part icle sizes

incorporated in each size band are not

I inear. For example (Ref L7), of L5 bands

recording particle sizes over the range 6

564 microns, Lo bands wil l  be in the range 6

65 microns and the top band wiII cover the

range 262 564 rnicrons. Thus although the

method can accurately determine the size of

very srnall  part icles (Iess than L0 rnicrons)

the resolution of flocs in the sLze rangle

greater than 20 microns is not very good.

However this is the only automated size

analysis system that has undergone field

trials that $/e are aware of at the time of

wr i t ing.

Coulter Counter

The Coulter technique is a nethod of

determining the number and size of part icles

suspended in an electrolyte by causing them

to pass through a small ori f ice on either

side of which is immersed an electrode. The

changes in resistance as part icles pass

through the orifice generate voltage pulses
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whose anplitudes are proportional to the

volumes of the particles. The pulses are

amplified, sized and counted and from the

derived data the size distribution of the

suspended material nay be detelmined.

Kranek has used the Coulter Counter on

numerous occasions as a means to investigrate

the size of floc distributions compared to

single inorganic grains after oxidation of

organic matter and deflocculation (eg- Ref

t 8 ) .

3 .4 Video imaging

technigue

As a result of the investigation into

available instrumentation packages it was

decided that no apparatus currently existed

that would allow for rapid analysis of data

to measure both the size and settling

velocity of cohesive sediments.

A doppler method is useful for analysing the

propert ies of small,  fast rnoving objects

(ie. part icles moving under the action of

horizontal currents). However to determine

the properties of small, slowly moving

objects reguires a dj.fferent forn of

analys is .

A photographic technigue is appropriate

except that using film there is no readily

available technigue for analysing pairs of

images to detect movement and to measure

size other than displaying them on a screen
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and manually measuring movement and object

sizes. An image processing system could be

employed at this stage to carry out the

analysis but even still the analysis would

require manually displaying pairs of images

and rerecording them. It was decided that

without automation the system would be

impractical as a field technigue, although

as a research tool the photographic

technique was very promising.

A short series of experiments showed that

using a standard CCD video camera with c-

mount to Nikon mount adaptor, 200mm bellows

and standard l-35mm Nikon lens images of 3 x

4mm could be obtained with a resolution of

2o microns. Using a reversed 35mm lens gave

an image size of approximately l-mm square

and correspondingly increased resolution.

It was also found that a narrow beam of

l ight from a sl ide projector gave suff icient

i l lumination to f i ln sett l ing within an owen

tube. Tests showed that this form of

illumination caused no thermally induced

circulation within the sett l ing column.

Typical ly the sl ide projector was about

0.8 l-.orn from the sett l ing column (see Fig

r.) .

An appraisal of different commercially

available image processing systems showed

that there were many systems available for

determining object size, shape, posit ion

etc. (most of these systems were aimed at

the medical and biological sciences for cel]
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counts etc. ) . No systems were available to

autonatically carry out an analysis between

two successive images to determine object

movenent. All these systems were able to

operate from a live inage produced by a

video camera.

only one system, available from Digithurst,

was found that could satisfactorily operate

from a recorded video image. This systeut

was obtained on the understanding that the

standard image processing facilities be

extended by oigithurst to include a method

for grabbing two successive images from a

video tape at a prescribed time interval.

This additional modification was carried out

in due course.

The video camera, bellows and lens combined

with either a VHS or U-matic recorder and

the image processing systern thus formed the

hardware of the video irnaging system. The

operation of this hardware is described in

Section 5.L and the analysis technique is

descr ibed br ie f ly  in  Sect ion 5.2.
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4. IIR CAROUSEL

4.L Descr ip t ion of

Carousel

The carousel flune (F.ig 2) is an annular

f1ume, with an outer diameter of 5m, a

channel width of 0.4m and depth of 0.35n,

and has a detachable roof o.O9m thick. The

flume stands approximately 1.Lm off the

ground, supported by L2 brick pillars. The

channel and roof are constructed of fibre

glass, with a o.l-2m long perspex sect ' ion in

the channel for viewing. The roof fits into

the channel, and f loats on the f1uid. Fluid

motion in the carousel is induced and

continued by the drag between the roof and

the f luid surface as the roof rotates.

The driving mechanism for the roof consists

of a DC torgue motor with a drive wheel,

which turns a horizontal plate around the

central spindte. The drive arm is attached

to this horizontal plate at one end and to

the roof at the other end.

A strain ltauge is used to measure the force

applied to the roof of the carousel flume as

it rotates. Mean strain gauge readings were

converted to applied force using a best fit

cal ibration l ine and the results related to

the roof  ro tat ion rate (see Fig 3) .

The speed of the motor, and hence roof

speed, is control led by a micro computer-

The motor speed can be set to an accuracy of
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0.18 of the maximum speed. A tachometer

voltag:e was recorded for various motor speed

control settings. The relationship between

the two was found to be linear. A linear

relationship was also obtained between the

motor speed and the roof speed. The

relationship obtained (see F.ig  )

demonstrates a slight non-linearity of the

cont,rol syst,em. Figure 5 shows

schematically the filling and emptying

process involved with the carousel.

4 .2  F low  ve loc i t i es

in the carousel

FIow velocities within the carousel have

been measured using a direct Laser doppler

anemometry technigue in pure water (Refs 3

and 19). The measurements were very

accurate (tl-nnzs) and can be made at any

point in the cross section of the flume,

througrh the perspex measuring section.

These measurements show evidence of a

secondary flow system at right angles to the

horizonal component of the f low. This

secondary circulation is induced by the

centrifugal force produced when the roof is

rotated. The motion is helical because of

the longitudinal component of the flow. The

velocity fields within the carousel have

been numerically modelled at the Polytechnic

South West (PSW) and the predictions show

good agreement with the observations (Ref

l e ) .
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4.3 Bed Shear stress

measurements in

the carousel

Four methods have been employed for

measuring the shear stress exerted by the

fluid on the bed. The first method was

simple and involved direct measurement of

the energy input to the roof through the

calibrated strain gauge. A number of

different speeds of rotation of the roof

were used ( ' inputr  in  F ig 6) '  Th is  method

can only predict a mean bed shear stress'

The second and more comPlex waY of

deterrnining the bed shear stress was by

measurement of the near bed velocity

profi les in the f lume. The fr ict ion

veloeity at the bed was determined from a

log-linear plot of height above bed and

horizontal velocity. Velocit ies were

determined at three sections across the

width of the flume for different speeds of

rotation of the roof. The bed shear

stresses were then computed from the

Iogarithmic portion of the velocity-depth

prof i les (  raverage 1r  in  F ig e)  '

Thirdly flush mounted shear stress probes

designed at PSW were deployed to measure

shear stress along the base and side walls

of  the f lume (Ref  13) .  The resul ts  of  th is

work are shown as I averagle 2 | in Figure 6 '

Shear stresses determined fron the numerical

model are shown as I predict'ed t in Figure 6 '
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4 .4  Mod i f i ca t i on

to carousel

It  is also possible t.o infer the guali tat ive

distribution of shear stress across the

flume from eroded profiles of mud beds. It

is assumed that the shear strengths of a mud

bed increase with depth but are consistent

across the width of the flume. A strong'

relation was found between the depth of

erosion and the bed shear stress predicted

by the PSW numerical model except within

o.05m of the outer wall  of the f1ume.

However the shear stress probe measurements

illustrate a similar trend to the erosion

profi les. This effect may be due to

incomplete resolution of the secondary

circulation in the numerical model.

ft is possible to measure approximate floc

size distributions through the perspex

window of the carousel using the video

imaging technigue. The speed of rotation

influences the clarity of the images and

analysis can only be approximate (see also

Sect ion 5.3) .  However ,  to  determine

sett l ing velocit ies i t  is necessary to

observe flocs in an environment where there

is minirnal horizontal f luid motion (typical

sett l ing velocit ies are in the ranlte 0.05

2.0nn/s whi ls t  hor izonta l  ve loc i t ies and

turbulence may be up to o.Sn/s). I t  was

thus necessary to install a device in the

base of the carousel into which a sample of

the suspended sediment generated in the

carousel could be withdrawn and then filmed.
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Initially a plug and settling column as

shown in Figure 7 was installed. The basis

of the design was to minimise disturbance to

the flocs formed within the carousel- The

settling column was filled with filtered

water at the same temperature and salinity

as that in the carousel and a sample of the

suspended sediment withdrawn into the

settling column by pushing up the plug and

running off a volume of the clear water from

the bottom of the settling column. The

sett l ing process was then f i lmed.

Subsequently by a system of flushing' the

sett l ing column can be refi l led with clean

fi l tered water.
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5 . VIDEO II,IAGING

TECHNIQUE

5.L Operat ion

The system is operated in the same manner

whether irnaging is being carried out in the

field or in the laboratory. Once a sample

has been obtained filming should comnence

almost irnrnediately, in order that the flocs

are analysed in as close to their in situ

state as possibte. fn practice f i lming can

typically start within one minute of

retrieving the sample. Turbulence caused by

the retrieval method within the sample is

usually damped out after a few minutes-

The camera and fight source (typically a

sl ide projector) are set up perpendicular to

one another and focused on the settling

column (see Figure 1-) .  An adjustable sl i t

is placed in front of the sl ide projector to

control the amount of light on the settling

column. The position of the camera relative

to the i l luminated port ion of the sett l ing

colurnn and the bellows extension are finely

adjusted until the correct focus is

estabtished. This is very sensit ive since

at the high magnifications used the depth of

field is very sma1l. The aperture on the

Iens can be adjusted to provide the best

image, however for the analysis purposes it

is best to maintain the largest aperture

possible so as to keep the depth of f ield to

a minimum.
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5 .2  Ana lys i s

once the correct focus and light level has

been established a record of the bellows

extension is made. Because the depth of

focus is so small it is then possible to

back calibrate the inage during the analysis

stage. There is a unique nagnification

associated with every bellows extension for

a given lens. The output from the camera is

then recorded on video tape- The output

from a time date generator can also be added

to the recording for analysis purposes' The

format of the camera and recorder should be

either PAL or RGB comPatible-

There are various methods of selecting

consecutive images from the video tape. In

this section the analysis of a single pair

of inages is described.

The output from the video recorder is used

as input to an image processingl card

installed in an IBM courpatible PC. This

card then converts the analogue input into a

digital output which is displayed on a

monitor (this occurs in real t ime for either

monochrome or colour inages) - The

brightness and contrast of the digital image

can be adjusted to enhance the recorded

image. The analysis is more straightforward

and faster i f  alt  analysis is carried out in

monochrome mode.

The irnage is calibrated using the recorded

bellows extension and then the system is set
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up to capture two frames. Video frames are

comprised of two interlaced fields which are

0.02 seconds apart, thus successive frames

are 0.04 seconds apart. The inage

processing card has a minimum capture

interval of o.25 seconds (since one image is

up to LMb in size a finite tine is required

to write this data to the on card store).

The required interval between the two frames

is select,ed (typical ly 0.28 seconds) and

then, with the tape playing, the irnages are

grabbed.

once a pair of images are grrabbed the

analysis is autornatic. A grey scale level

(0-255) is chosen at which to form a cut

off,  this thresholding results in the

rnonochrome image being converted to a binary

image (see upper photo in P1ate 2). The

binary image is then analysed using various

in built features of the image processing

card. Parameters such as detected object

s ize,  in tens i ty ,  pos i t ion (xry  co-ord inates

in pixels) orientation, perimeter, area, etc

can be automatically deterrnined. Frorn these

records it  is possible to innediately

produce a size distr ibution for detected

objects in the inage. Providing that an

appropriate thresholding level has been

chosen this then converts to a f loc size

distr ibution.
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5 .3 Determination of

sett l ing velocity

Given that the time between the two

consecutive irnages is known, all that

remains is to detetmine the relative

movement between the two frames (shown in

the two photos in Plate 2).

The movement can be nanually deternrined by

using routines of the image processing card

(Ref 20) or an automatic analysis routine

external to the card can be run. This

software was developed at HR and is

described below.

The method consists of comparing the

recorded pararneters of one detected object

in one image with those of al l  detected

objects in the other image. ff  a pair of

detected objects have similar size, shape,

intensity (grey scale value) and posit ion

they are deemed to be the same object in

successive images and the settling velocity

can be inferred. fn order that a level of

confidence in such automatic analysis can be

achieved the two data sets are compared in

four different orders. only i f  the same

pair of objects are natched in each sweep

through the data is it inferred that the

data refers to the same object in each

irnage.

A comparison between manual and automatic

determination of f loc size and sett l ing

velocity was made. It was found that the
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5.4 Determinat ion of

f loc density

automatic system worked weII but was not

able to match up as many pairs of objects in

the two inages as the human eye/brain

combination. However since the automatic

systen typical ly identif ied 50-6ot of the

objects identified manually it was deemed to

be satisfactory on the basis that it was a

method considerably faster than the manual

systen (possibly as much as LO times faster)

and it was independent of the operator.

If  the size and sett l ing velocity of a f loc

are known it  is possible to use Stokers Law

to determj-ne an effective floc density. fn

the simplest case it is assumed that the

f loc is  spher ica l  (Ref  9) .

Ps :9 *SO-P1

Having assumed spherical flocs it is

possible to determine the mass of the

individual settling flocs and hence produce

a ptot of cumulative mass against settling

velocity as is carried out in the standard

Owen tube analysis.
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6. I,ABORATORY

EXPERIMENTS

The progranme of laboratory tests is

outl ined below:-

i) Investigation of sampling mechanism.

i i) cal ibration of analysis technigue.

i i i )  Size distr ibution of f locs in the

carousel .

iv) Effect of t ime on sett l ing within

column.

v) Effect of concentration on f loc size

and sett l ing velocitY.

vi) Effect of shear history on f loc size

and sett l ing velocitY.

vii) Investigation of other phenomena

observed during above tests.

6.1 Sarnpli-ng mechanism

The sampling system is shown in Figure 7 and

described in Section 3.4. During the course

of early experiments it became apparent that

it was almost impossible to generate a

perfect seal between the settling column and

the carousel using the sirnple plug mechanism

and that although leakage did not occur' a

signif icant circulation was set up within

the settling column due to the flow over the
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top of the plugr. There were also practical

problems encountered in the flushing and

refillin€t of the settling column whilst the

carousel was full. It was also noted that

the actual withdrawal method produced

secondary circulation within the settling

column.

Because of the problems initially

encountered it was necessary to adopt a

different sampling system. The same plug

and settling column below the carousel was

used, however, a large bore tap was

installed at the top of the settling column

(see Fig 8) .  I t  was now possib le  to  open

the plug, open the tap and run off a sample

of the suspended sediment into a second

sett, l ing column, f i l led with f i l tered water

at the same temperature and salinity as that

in the carousel. This column was

independent of the carousel and could be

properly cleaned and refi l led between

sampling events. Init ial ly on opening the

plug and tap the suspended sediment was run

off into a bucket and filtered to use for

the next sample. Not until the flow was

deemed to be representative of the

suspension within the carousel was the

settling column inserted below the tap and a

small sample (approximately 5om1) run into

the column.

Using this new method strong circulations

were init ial ly set up in the upper part of

the 0.6m long settt ing column. However, i f

f i ln ing was carr ied out  between O.L-o.2m
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above the base of the column by the time the

flocs were passing through the field of view

of the camera the circulations set up were

damped out.

Problems with this slrstem are listed below:-

L) Flow through the tap; during this

passage the flocs could experience and

react to shear stresses higher than

those in the carousel.

2, Init ial circulation in the sett l ing

column; a Period of swirl ing at this

stage enables reflocculation and

growth/destruction of f locs-

3) Time lag between first observations and

tine sample was withdrawn; during this

period the properties of the flocs may

alter owing to either 1) or 2) above or

some other Process.

It is possible to minirnise these problems by

the experimental teehnigue, it was

considered that overall the nethod was

adequate for the series of experiments

intended. An irnportant feature of this

laboratory method was that i t 'would be very

easy to repeat the entire process in the

field, obtaining a sample of suspended

sediment using either an owen tube or

CaseIIa water sampler or some other device'
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6 .2 Accuracy of

analysis technique

Prior to undertaking the series of

experiments and as part of the process of

assessing different comrnercially available

iurage processing systems, filn was made of

different size part icles sett l ing within the

settling colunn. This provided a means of

assessing the likely accuracy of the system

and the subsequent analysis technigues

employed.

Sand grains were obtained from the HR

Sedimentation Laboratory in the following

sizes;  (38um, (63um, L5O-L8Oum, L80-21-Ourn '

3OO-355um, 355-425um. The resul ts  of  the

subsequent analysis are shown in Table L.

It can be seen that the best agreement

between the observed settling velocities and

the velocity predicted from Stokers Law is

obtained for the grain sizes L50-21-0um. For

the f iner part icles f loceulation is

beginning to occur, and this combined with

the way in which these fine grains behave in

the sett l ing column (sett l ing as swirl j-ng

clouds) means that the particles settle

faster than would otherwise be expected.

The coarser grains, although observed to

sett le at close to their predicted speeds,

are a l i t t le slow. This is to be expected

since Stokers Law overestimates the sett l ing

velocity of larger part icles since it

discounts the inert ial effects (Section

2 .L ) .  The  l a rge r  pa r t i c l es  w i l l  a l so  be
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affect,ed by the

colurnn (Section

6.3 Size d is t r ibut ion

of f locs within

carousel

diameter of the settling

2 .3 ' , )  .

During the course of trials with the high

magnification camera filn was taken through

the window of the carousel. Later analysis

of this film using the inage processing

system could provide no more than a visual

appraisal of f loc size since the horizontal

motion was generally too fast and the

quality of the images obtained not

sufficient to carry out' standard analysis

procedures. However with the highly

magnif ied image it  was possible to estimate

maximum floc size.

Fi lm was made of the erosion process- This

showed that the erosion mechanism was a

process where large f locs, up to 2-omm in

size, were dislodged frorn the bed and l i f ted

up into the flow. These large flocs were

then rapidly broken up into smaller flocs

with maximum size t1pical ly less than 0.2mm.

This process of large floc break up in the

high shear layer close to the bed is in

agreement with the mechanism discussed in

Section 2.5. The interesting observation is

the actual erosion process, where large

flocs are removed from the bed rather than

individual part icles or sma1l f locs-

However since the flocs have to be

relatively strong to settle onto the bed
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(Section 2.5) i t ,  is perhaps not surprising

that they are sometimes apparently removed

as complete entit ies.

These observations provide evidence of the

size of f locs within the carousel. I t

should be noted that in the field using the

owen tube floc sizes of ].mn or more

(estimated by eye) have been reported.

6.4 Ef fect  o f  t ime on

sett l ing velocity

distr ibution

Once a sample has been obtained in a

settling column the settling process takes a

considerable tirne to complete. The finest

particles in the suspension may not have

completely settled even if left overnight.

However, considerable changes in the size

and settling velocity dist,ributions at one

point in the column occur during the first

3o minutes of sett l ing.

Throughout any one experiment the posit,ion

of the camera remains f ixed. Init ial ly

(typically the first minute) the fastest

travell ing part icles/f locs are recorded,

these may be individual sand.grains or large

flocs. With t ime (from 2 minutes onwards),

a steady rain of flocs fall through the

field of view. The size and sett,I ing

velocity distr ibutions of these f locs

changes with t irne. Init ial ly there are

Iarger more rapidly settling flocs present

(2-LO minutes), eventually the f locs appear
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to be of nearly the same sLze and settling

velocity (20 nrinutes onwards) ' This latter

phenomena seems to be due to processes

within the settling column' The process

eventually reaching a quasi steady state'

with a balance achieved between flocculation

and disintegration of srnall particles'

Figures 9 and L0 show the size and settling

velocity distributions respectively of a

sample obtained from the carousel with a

concentration of 263ppn' Figures 9a and l.oa

show data obtained in the first LO minutes

whilst figures 9b and LOb show data obtained

between L0 and 35 rninutes after settling

commenced. It can be seen that there are

more large flocs present at the start of the

settling process (Fig 9a) and that the mean

settling veloeity is greater at the start of

the sett l ing period (Fig 3'0a) '  I t '  can also

be noted that settling velocities are seen

to increase with f loc size'

Figure l-l- shows the floc size against

ca t cu la tede f f ec t i vedens i t y (Sec t i on5 .4 ) .

Density is found to decrease with increasing

floc size as exPected'

Figures L2 and 13 show the mean size and

settling velocity det'ermined from each pair

of grabbed images during the first 35'

m inu teso f t hese t ' t l i ngpe r i od .A l t hough

there is sone variability in the first L5-2o

m inu teso f se t t } i ng the re i save ryc l ea r

t r endo f reduc ing f l ocs i zeandse t t l i ng

velocity with time. Both parameters appear
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to asyrnptote towards the guasi-steady state

referred to above. Figure L4 shows the

average effective floc density with time. A

trend for increasing density with time can

be seen.

From these observations it was deemed that

in order to obtain the size and settling

distributions of the flocs in a state as

close to the conditions inside the carousel

it was necessary to analyse only images

obtained during the first 5-L0 minutes of

settling. ft is assumed that after the

sample has been within the settling column

for more than 1-O minutes processes occurring

within the column have significantly

affected the physical properties of the

flocs in the column.

6 .5  E f f ec t  o f

concentration.

A guantity of mud was obtained from the

Thames Estuary at Tilbury. This site was

chosen because of the large data sets that

already exist for the Thames at HR. over

20O owen tubes have been obtained from the

Thames in recent years (Ref 2) and a well

established silt monitoring program has been

in existence for the last 20 Years.

In the laboratory guantities of Tilbury mud

were sieved (to remove stones, coal, etc)

and then mixed in the rnixing tank (Figure 5)

t'rith a quantity of salt to produce a

salinity of approximately 2oppt. This
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suspension was then punped into the earousel

to a depth of about L50nm.

A number of tests ltere carried out in the

carousel using different concentrations and

different shear stresses (roof rotation

speeds). The test proqtranme is given in

Table 2 with the sample coneentrations that

were subseguently measured in the HR

Sedimentat,ion Laboratory. To a large extent

the concentration of a suspension in the

carousel is governed by the shear stress

since below a crit ical stress sett l ing

occurs.

Taking all the experiments that were carried

out irrespective of the shear stresses

applied it can be seen that for the lower

concentration suspensions glenerated in the

carousel there is good agreement between the

Iaboratory results and those obtained in the

Thames over a nurnber of years (Figure L3).

For the higher concentrations the settling

velocities measured in the laboratory are

about half those measured in the f ield.

This may be because there is a linit on the

size of flocs that can be generated within

the carousel. Flocs up to o.Smm were seen

in Section 6.3, atthough these were formed

during erosion of the bed, subseguent break

up of these flocs by shear forces

experienced within the carousel reduced the

floc size to a maximum of about 0.2nm.

Another possible factor is the sanpling

technique, the size of f locs may be l imited

by the sampling method. The largest flocs
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produced in the carousel may break up on

passage through the plug and tap system

where shear forces may be higher than those

experienced within the carousel. It can be

seen that settling velocity increases with

suspended solids concentration for samples

in both concentration ranges.

6.6 Ef fect  o f  shear

history

one of the aims of the experiments was to

investigate the effect of shear history on

the flocs generated within the carousel.

Thus the test prograrnme shown in Table 3 was

devised. For every speed of roof rotation

used an experiment was carried out over a

period of 2-3 hours, with samples being

withdrawn and filned every 30 minutes or so.

It was envisaged that if at given

concentrations and shear stresses floc

growth was occurring then there would be

corresponding changes in the measured size

and sett l ing velocity distr ibutions.

The result of the whole series of

experiments was that there was no conclusive

proof for such a phenomena occurring within

the carousel. f t  is possible that the speed

of such changes was so rapid that the

saurpling interval was too short. The first

sample was taken after the suspension had

been remixed by hand, gradually spun up to

the chosen speed and then rnaintained at that

speed for a number of minutes. Subseguent
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samples were taken at 30-35 minute

intervals.

There was some evidence that flocs generated

during the hand mixing period were of a

different nature to those formed after 5-1-o

minutes of rotation. This is likely to be

due to different collision mechanisms

occurring during these Periods.

6.7 Other laboratory

observations

During the settling colurnn experiments it'

became apparent that towards the end of the

sett l ing period (after approximately 25

ninutes) sometines a sharp interface was

observed within the carousel dividing a

region of high particle concentration from

the lower part of the column where a small

amount of settling continued. This is shown

schematical ly in Figure 1-6. A plurne of

settling flocs was seen extending from the

interface towards the base of the settling

column. To either side of the flume

observations with the camera showed

particles ascending and it was deduced that

a circulation cell  had been set up and

become guasi stable

There was no measurable temperature

difference across the interface and no

apparent sal inity difference. The only

density difference being due to the number

of f locs in suspension. As described in

Sect ion 2.3 set t l ing par t ic les cause a
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return flow of f luid. It is possible that

the circulation cell set up is due to return

flow associated with the settling within the
plume in the central part of the column. It,

also seems likely that there is a

significant effect due to hindered sett,ling

in the region above the interface.

No explanation for this phenonenon is given

here, the purpose of noting this observation

is to support the hlpothesis that the nature

of f locs and the flocculation process as

observed in a settling column may be guite

different to that occurring in the field or

within the carousel. It is thus of utmost

importance that size and settling velocity

distributions are measured in an environment

as close to the in situ case as possible.
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7. FIELD EXPERIMENTS

In the field for practical purposes, and in

order to ninimise the disturbance to the

sampled flocs, film was made of the settling

process that occurred in a homogeneous

sample rather than one where a small sample

of a suspension was introduced into the top

of a column of clear water'

A brief description of fieldwork carried out

at four UK sites is given in this Chapter'

the reader is referred to the appropriate

references for further details'

7.L Thames EstuarY

The first field trial of the video imagingr

system was carried out on the Thames at

Crossness. The aim was to make a direct'

comparison between settlinq velocities

determined using the Owen tube and those

obtained by filrning the settling within an

Owen tube.

The results of the standard Owen tube survey

are presented in Table 4. Fi lming was

carried out concurrently in a second owen

tube, both samples being obtained from the

same location within a few rninutes of each

other.

The internal settling column of the owen

tube is approximatety Lm in length with an

internal diameter of Sornm. Filming was

carried out either O.3m above the bottom of
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the tube or O.3m below the top of the tube.

In the two cases where filning in the upper

half of the tube was carried out no net

settling lras apparent with nearly all the

rnaterial moving upwards. Observation of the

whole tube with the naked eye showed that

circulation cells hrere set up inside the

column resulting in hindered settling and

suspension of the flocs in the upper part of

the column. The same observation had been

made in the laboratory (see Section 6.7r.

It is possible that the withdrawal of

samples at different time intervals

overwhelms this circulation during the

standard operation of the Owen tube.

However it is worth noting that every tiure a

sample is removed a large scale circuLation

will occur within the column causing funther

mixing, f loc break up and reflocculat, ion.

Irrespective of the motion of the flocs

inside the column if analysis is cariried out

on images grabbed from the tape close to the

start of each sett l ing period it  is possible

to establish the in situ f loc size

distr ibution. These size distr ibutions are

shown in Figure L7. As observed in the

laboratory an increase in the proportion of

Iarge flocs is found with increased

concentration. There is however, little

difference between the size distr ibution of

f locs in the sarnples at 420 and 470ppn.

In one of the columns where settling was

filned analysis was carried out to det,ermine

sett l ing velocity distr ibutions based on
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data obtained from images after 5, 10, 15'

2O and 25 minutes of f i lning. The results

are presented in Figure L8 as a comparison

with the Owen tube results obtained at the

same tiure. It can be seen that initially

the video inaging technique gives

signif icantly higher sett l ing velocit ies'

However after L5-2O ninutes of settling the

settling velocity distribution measured is

similar to that obtained with the Owen tube'

It utust be noted that the video imaging

technique does not resolve the finest flocs,

hence the settling velocity distribution

measured wil l  be a sl ight over estimate'

However results obtained at the beginning of

the fihning are likely to be a much better

representation of f loc size and sett l ing

velocity distribution than those obtained

from the Owen tube because the flocs have

had less time to be altered by their new

environment within the settling column'

This result shows the same effect as

observed in the laboratory (see Fig L2) '

One important observation of this study was

the inhomogeneous nature of the settling

processes throughout the Owen tube similar

to that observed in the laboratory (Section

6.7) .  Steady set t l ing was not  observed

throughout the column, settling was apparent

in discrete regions and regrions of upwards

flow were also apparent. Thus what is

inferred to be a gross settling in the owen

tube is not sirnply gravitational settling of

a sample of flocs generated in the field but

a more complex process which includes to
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7.2 River  Tees

some extent the effects of the Owen tube on

the sett l ing f loes.

Tees and Hartlepool Port Authority (THPA)

are in the process of carrying out a general

study of the physical regine of the River

Tees. As part of this studY HR was

commissioned to assist with the measuring of

in situ settling velocities of suspended

solids (Ref 2Lr. Typical suspended solids

concentrations are less than L0ppn, thus the

standard Owen tube analysis technigue could

not be employed and the video imaging

technique was adopted.

The results of this work are shown in

Figures L9 to 2L. ft  can be seen that even

at these very low concentrations the video

inaging system operates well. The results

suggested that compared with Owen tube

results for concentrations greater than

l-ooppn sett l ing velocit ies associated with

the low concentrations in the Tees were

relatively high compared to other estuaries

(see Figure 22) .

This short study emphasised the practical

application of this technigue. once a video

tape has been made of a period of sett l ing

it is possible to reanalyse the dat'a and to

very easily establish an approxiurate

settling velocity. Thus, even though the

analysis gave hiqh sett l ing velocit ies

reappraisal of the video tape supported the
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measurements. This guality assurance would

not be possible witn the standard owen tube

technique where if necessary a second survey

night have had to be made'

7.3 Dover Harbour

7 . 4

In July 1-990 Dover Harbour Board (DHB)

conmissioned HR to establish if dredged

material dumped in the approved spoil ground

was returning to the Harbour' and' if so' to

what extent' As part of this study j-t was

necessary to measure settling velocities

within the Harbour (Ref 22)' Concentrations

are generally low and in the range O-Sopprn'

In total 19 samples were filrned over one ebb

tide and one flood tide' As on the Thames

it was found that the largest flocs were

found at the highest concentrations (F.ig

231. However, Do relation between sett l ing

velocitY and susPended sediment

concentration was established (see Figure

241. It  was suggested that a sett l ing

velocity of o'3nrn/s be applied for

concentrations in the observed range LO-

LSoppm (see  F igu re  22 r .

Mersey EstuarY

An Owen tube survey was carried out in the

Mersey for the Mersey Barrage Cornpany as

part of a feasibi l i ty study' The results of

this survey showed no correlation between

settling velocity and concentration'

Subseguently HR offered to undertake a short
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survey using the Video Imaging System.

Samples were obtained on spring and neap

t,ides close to the l{anchester Ship Cana}

approach channel. over the two periods six

samples were obtained covering the

concentration range 50 40O ppn.

For each retrieved sample L0 pairs of images

hrere obtained from the tape within five

minutes of the sample being retrieved. The

results thus relate to flocs in their in

situ state. As found elsewhere larger flocs

are found at the higher concentrations

(Figure 25). Part icle size vs sett l ing

velocity distributions show similar features

to those obtained elsewhere with settlingr

velocity l teneral ly increasing with f loc size

(Figure 26). As found at Dover there is no

correlation of median settling velocity with

concentration and it appears that a constant

set t l ing ve loc i ty  of  O.2 +/ -  0 .3-5mrn/s is

appropriate in the concentration rangre 5o-

40Oppn.

A comparison of the Mersey sett l ing

velocit ies with those of other sites (Fig

221 shows that settling velocities in the

Mersey are low. Comparison of the results

of the Owen tube survey with those obtained

using the Video Imaging System showed that

sett l ing velocit ies obtained using the

inaging technique were approximately half

those obtained from the earlier owen tube

survey.
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8 . DISCUSSION

A system has been developed that allows the

determination of individual floc size and

sett l ing velocitY. There are also

possibilities for detennining other

parameters such as shape, orientation and

density. The nain problem with this system

is filuring a sample in an in situ state'

Irrespective of sampling technigue there

will be some disruption of the flow field

and this may influence such pararneters as

the size, shape and density of the f locs

sampled. At, Iow concentrations, where

generally the f locs are small,  the sampling

technigue is less likely to alter the

physical propert ies of the f locs' At higher

concentrations the fragile nat'ure of the

Iargest flocs present is very easily

disrupted.

The best method available at present is to

filrn the flocs in a suspension within a few

minutes of the sample being obtained' After

2o minutes or so of sett l ing within a column

the nature of the floc distribution has been

influenced bY the column and is not

representative of flocs within their natural

environment. Within the column small scale

circulations are set up as larger f locs

settle through a field of smaller flocs and

on some occasions larger scale circulations

are set up that create structure in the floc

field. This observation suggests that a

field settling column such as the owen tube

wil l  be inf luenced by processes occurring
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within the column and that since the

settling occurs t1pically for one hour the

results may be questionable.

observations of the suspension within an

Owen tube showed that all flocs in the top

half of the upright tube had upwards

movement. This observation was made

throughout a 3o rninute period during which

no samples hrere withdrawn from the Owen

tube. It should be noted that every tinre a

sample is withdrawn from the tube a large

scale circulation will be set up that may

well cause disruption of the f locs.

In the Owen tube differential settling will

take place and is likely to lead to an over

estimate of the sett l ing velocity (see Ref

L2r. On the other hand towards the end of

the settling when there are longer intervals

between sampling, hindered settling could

well occur leading to an underestimate of

the sett l ing velocity. The effects of

differential sett l ing are l ikely to occur

throughout the entire settling period whilst

the effects of hindered sett l ing wiII

probably only occur towards the end of the

settling period when most of the material

has already settled. Both these processes

are important in nature and although there

occurrence in the owen tube may be different

to that, in the natural environment in

certain cases it may be necessary to account

for on or other of the processes. The basis

for this wil l  be relat.ed to the period of

settling and the concentrations involved.
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The obvious step forward in terms of

sampling is to devise a system that does not

disrupt the natural floc field' In order to

determine settling velocities it will still

be necessary to film the flocs as they

settle through a column to remove any

horj.zontal component of motion' Devising a

nechanism for obtaining a sample underwater

without generating secondary circulations

due to the horizontal currents is in itself

a major project and is currently being

carried out at Polytechnic South West

(personal communication K' Dyer) '

The samPling technique used in the

laboratory was found to work weII for low

concentration samples where the floc size

was linited and apparently less influenced

by the shear stresses experienced on passage

through the tap. It is possible that

further laboratory experiments could be

carried out in the low concentration range

(SO-3oopprn) looking at the effects of

sal inity and different sources of cohesive

material. However i t  is felt  that samples

obtained from the natural environment are a

truer representation of natural flocs and

that further research should be carried out

on f ield samPles

In the f ietd, samples have been obt'ained

using an owen tube, a Casella water sampler'

a perspex settling column and a bucket' In

most cases the samples obtained are then

transferred to a settling column where

fitming occurs. In some cases it  is
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possible to f i ln sett l ing within the owen

tube directly, this is obviously the method

which causes least disruption to the flocs.

However at low concentrations the other

methods appear to be equally suitable. The

CaseIIa sampler is the simplest method to

use and it would be possible to adapt this

sampler to allow direct filning into the

sampler. However, in terms of causing the

least disruption to the flocs it is felL

that the Owen tube would still be the best

sampler available because it  al igns i tself

with the flow and there is never any great

inrush of water, with associated high shear

stresses, into the tube.
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9. CONCLUSIONS

f-) A system has been developed that can

measure the size and settling velocity

of individual flocs in the field and

laboratory. The effective floc density

can be deterurined from these

measurements.

2, The system is fairly well automated and

easy to use. An advantage over other

methods is the visual record of

sett l ing on tape. This also al lows for

subseguent reappraisal of a set of

measurements.

3) Both in the f ield and the laboratory i t

has been found that the flocs are

affected by the column in which the

settling occurs. In order to determine

in situ size and sett l ing velocitY

distributions images should be taken

during the f irst Lo minutes of

set t l ing.

4) fn the f ield and laboratory the

sett l ing velocity of f locs has been

found to increase with f loc size.

5) In the f ield and laboratory larqer

flocs are present at higher

concentrations.

6) In the laboratory it was found that

sett l ing velocity increased with

concentration and that for
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7 l

concentrations in the range 50 3ooppn

there was good agreement with

previously made owen tube measurements.

For higher concentrations in the range

600 3-40oppm the sett l ing velocit ies

in the laboratory were much lower than

those observed in the fieId. This is

probably because floc growth is

inhibited in the HR Carousel and

because the sampling nethod may destroy

large f locs.

No correlation between bed shear stress

in the range o.o4-0.4o N/m2 in  the HR

Carousel and the measured settling

velocity or size of f locs was found.

No correlation with shear history was

observed in the laboratory. It appears

that in the carousel the distribution

of f locs is established very guickly

once flow has commenced. There are

however significant differences between

flocs formed during a period of hand

rnixing and thilse forrned once the flow

in the carousel has been established.

10) Within the carousel flocs formed during

erosion of the bed have been found to

be up to 2.Omrn in size, however the

largest flocs observed in the settling

column were only O.2mm. fn the f ield

flocs up to l-.Ornrn have been reported in

Owen tubes.

8 )

e)
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11) During laboratory experiments sharp

interfaces develoPed within the

settling column between regions of high

and low floc densitY (bY nunber)'

These interfaces and the circulation

associated with them were not due to

convection currents set up by the light

source' nor were they due to salinity

differences between the water within

the carousel and that within the

sett l ing column.

L2) During the course of any filning flocs

are found to move both uPwards and

downwards within the column' There is

no clear case of continual sett l ing

throughout the column.
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Table 1

Measured and Predicted Partiele Settling Velocity and Size

** The following parameters were used in the prediction;

viscosity assuned to be 0.0000014m/kgs ( l -0"C)
specif ic gravi ty of sediment taken as 2.65g/L
specif ic gravi ty of l iquid taken as L.Og/l

Sieved Grain
S ize

(rnicrons)

Video Inaging Systen Stoke's Law
Settling

Velocitln**
(mn/s)

S ize
(nicrons)

Sett l ing
Velocity (nn/s)

355-425 480+20 74+5 81_.4- t_ ls .  s

300 -  355 370+60 48!2 5 7 . 8 - 8 L . 4

1-80-  2L0 320110 26+L 20 .8 -28 .3

1-s0- lB0 255+l_0 18+1 L4 .5 -20  .8

<63 B0+5 4. 5+l_ <2 .6

<38 65+5 5 . 5 + 1 <0 .9



Table 2

Carousel test program

Concentration
(ppn)

Roof Rotation Speed
(rpn)

Bed Shear Stress
(n,/*2)

l_5 L . 8 0 o .L26

7 6 t . 80 0 .L26

84 2 .29 o.22L
93 2 .29 o.22L
5 5 2 . 6 6 0 .  3LL

7 7 2 . 6 6 0.  31 l_

L0l- 2 . 6 6 0 .31_1

109 2 .55 0 .  311

L28 L .T2 0 .442

tL2 L . L 2 0.o42
103 L . L 2 0.o42
9 6 L . L 2 O.Ot+2

7 5 1 .80 0 .L26

5 8 1 .  B0 0 .L26

83 2 .29 0 .22L

100 2 .29 0 .22L

104 2 .29 0 .22L

180 2 . 6 6 0.  3t_ l

L34 2 .66 0 .  311

13s 2 . 6 6 0.  3 l -1

1 3 6 2 . 6 6 0. 3l- l_

L37 2 . 6 6 0 .  3 t_1

263 3  . 00 o .426

2LO 3 .00 o.426
236 3  . 00 0 .426

236 3 .00 0 .426

238 3 .00 0 .426

1 8 8 t . L2 0.o42

L62 L . 8 0 0 .L26

2L7 2 .29 0 .22L

2 9 7 2 . 6 6 o .  311

74L 3 .00 o .426

138  3 3 .00 0 .426

1 1 1 3 2 . 6 6 0 .  311

8 6 3 2 .29 o.22L

587 t- .  B0 0 . t26

L75 L . t 2 o.o42



Table 3

Effect of shear history test progrsm

Bed Shear Scress
(tl,/n2)

Tirne at Shear Stress
(nins)

Concentration
(ppn)

Constant Shear Stress Progran

o.o42 5
35
55
94

L28
IL2
103
9 6

o .L26 20
52
84

150

7 5
58
54
5 3

o.22L 7
3 7
69
9 8

83
1_00
LO2
LO4

0.  311_ 18
55
90

L30
160

1_80
L34
135
136
L37

o .426 9
44
80

t lB
L66

263
zLO
236
236
238

Cumrrlative Shear Stress Progrern

0.a42
o.L26
o.22L
0 .311
0 .426

13
l-3+35
1-3+36+35
L3+35+35+34
13+36+35+34+37

l_88
L62
2L7
297
74L

o .426
0 .  311
0 .22L
o .L26
0 .o42

9
9+32
9+32+34
9+32+34+34
9+32+34+34+35

1383
111-3
863
587
175



Table 4

Results of Owen tube survey Crossness (Themes Estuary 3/4/90)

** Fall velocities are deternined at 20"C a reduction of 23t should be
made to give appropriate fall- velocities at 10"C, the temperature at
which the Video Inaging Systen recorded settl ing.

Time Concentration
(ppn)

$30 **

(nn/s)
w5o **
(nn/s)

wzo **
(nn/s)

13 :08 5 3 6 0 .  30 1 .  35 4 . 8 5

13:42 4s5 0 .  17 0 .47 0.  8s
14 :  35 4L2 0 .26 1_.]-s 2 .90

15 :  10 337 0.0s 0.  l_9 0 .51
16 :1 -0 232 0 .10 0 .34 o.74
l - 6 : 3 5 130 0 .07 0 . 1 9 0 . 4 1
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